History Proves American Dictator Worked To Tear Down America
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Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.
– Lord Acton, 1837 to 1869

All of us should be grateful we are not Obama with his veiled, hateful anti-American track record. This isn't about his perfect speeches, but about what he does with a phone or a pen. Instead of working faithfully for the American people who voted him into office as president, he has worked almost every day and night during his eight years to tear America apart. He has claimed he gets his daily news from CNN. Figures.

Most Americans have no idea how hard Obama has worked to obey his international globalist handlers, working against the office he holds as president. If Obama was to tell American voters while campaigning for president back in 2007 that his real job will be to help destroy America, would anyone have voted for him? His eight years is a conspiracy and pure treason of the highest order. So were his first four years.

I personally know a college professor worked at Obama's re-election headquarters. He didn't recognize the damage Obama already had caused in the first four years and laughed at me when I pointed it out. It clearly proved that even someone with a PhD can be blinded by Obama BS.

At his first inauguration, a live camera saw Obama in a closeup standing just yards away from the podium. He walked forward staring at the ground with his hands clasped, trying to display apparent humble contemplation while he made his way to the podium to take the oath of office. He looked like a pope about to address his people.

But his first four years (and additional four years) revealed his body language was conveying he was
pondering how much damage he could do to America during his term in the white house. His two terms in office proved without a doubt this was not the body language of a truly pious, patriotic person.

EVERY presidential candidate running for office must pass a defense agency investigation to handle top-secret material. I have been through one of these. Agents will travel anywhere required to speak to people you know then profile you. Agents visit EVERY place you lived and every job you had since turning 18. How did this dictator ever pass his investigations? Main stream news never talks about this.

Most people don't know about (or remember) the bold proclamation he made when was asked if he has a secret agenda. Leaning over the podium at a public event he addressed the conspiracy theorists, eerily smiled and proclaimed “I DO!” [1]

DECLARING AMERICAN PEOPLE ARE INCOMPETENT

In another public speech Obama proclaimed, “The international order which we have worked for generations to build...” and then arrogantly proclaimed to the audience “Ordinary men and women are too small-minded to govern their own affairs” followed by stating “Progress can only come when individuals surrender their rights to an all-power sovereign.” He made additional “international order” (New World Order) type remarks in this same speech. Clearly his speech was a veiled tribute to George Orwell's book “1984.” He also stated, “Predator Drones. You will never see it coming.” People laughed, and appearing to be upset he repeated the same words with a more serious face. [2]

All these statements against Americans in his speeches are treasonous, anti-American and anti-freedom right to the core. He really is a legend in his own mind, thinking that the military will always blindly follow Nazi-like orders.

Several past presidents since Nixon like Bush and Clinton were threatened with impeachment in their second term before they left office. Impeachment threats were for crimes far less serious than anything Obama has done. His actions have been so bold and evil, it's unlikely anyone on capitol hill can comprehend it. Was Obama ever threatened with impeachment? Of course not. Politicians on Capitol Hill apparently fear him, much like they would fear opposing the anti-Christ - which some have claimed Obama is.

Using taxpayer money he took countless multi-million dollar vacations he took every month. Each vacation cost tens of millions of dollars for fuel and operation of Air Force One, his entourage of Secret Service agents and staff, equipment and the air transport of his bulletproof limo. Few realize how his vacations helped tear America apart: Whenever he was on vacation he was not doing his job. This allowed America's economy and job situation to continue to degrade.

Does he fit the definition of a dictator? His endless violations of due process and defacto laws were accomplished using executive orders. Many orders are only one page long. Obama publicly bragged about bypassing due process for law in his second term saying, “All I need is a pen and a phone” when he felt Congress was taking too long to pass a law. No American law or clause in the Constitution gives the president unlimited power the way he thinks it does. But he did whatever he wanted anyway, just as dictators do.

Thank God for the two term limit law. Imagine the additional damage he could do to America with a third term. But the dictator still has time to do something terrible to America, blame it on Russia and then use it to declare martial law which suspends Congress. Under martial law Trump will not become
president until the day Obama steps down, if ever. No one is safe from Obama's madness until January 21, 2017.

Executive orders give the president the power to declare holidays and other small matters, but not the power to bypass laws and Congress. This should not be confused with Executive POWERS which date back to the founding fathers. History has shown us executive orders used for virtually every action you can imagine, from ordering aid to a foreign country to having someone(s) killed. More than 195 executive orders been issued by Obama as of January 2, 2017 - far more than Bush issued. With three weeks remaining in his presidency, Obama has already pardoned a record number of convicted criminals.

It remains a secret as to how many people have been killed by presidential executive orders to intelligence agencies, including orders issued by Obama. Indeed, it is publicly known that many executive orders remain secret. Journalists in the media have often referenced Obama, despite his promise to Americans to be a transparent presidency. History has proven Obama as the most secretive president in many decades along with a record lack of press conferences. Apparently he does not like answering questions. Without a teleprompter to read, he might blurt out the truth in frustration how he really feels about America and Americans. This might be the reason for rare press conferences.

His restrictive border patrol orders crippled immigration enforcement's ability to shoot back and defend themselves when fired upon. This order came after border personnel already had automatic weapons taken away to defend themselves. Armed illegals crossing the border and others shooting at border personnel across from Mexico have not given up their automatic firearms. Now illegals flood across the border from not just Mexico, but other countries in the world. Many of these people are carrying drug-resistant tuberculosis and other diseases.

America has not had race riots in the past few years since those in the sixties. Many of Obama's remarks have stirred up the race issue, a problem which the majority of Americans do not want. As the puppet-president he is ordered to tear down and degrade America apart in every way possible to serve the “international order.” He has repeatedly used the race issue whenever possible to stir up the black people.

This dictator's actions are treasonous in every way. He has done absolutely nothing to help create American jobs, save existing jobs, reduce debt or return America to prosperity. Quite the contrary: GATT, FTA and TPP agreements give foreign countries the ability to heavily tariff American products shipped overseas, but America has no such tariff rights. These one-sided agreements should have been canceled by him many years ago but were not.

There is a short, concise interpretation about the golden rule in the business world: “He who has the gold, rules.” Obama did absolutely nothing to modify or cancel just one of these trade agreements. It is these trade agreements backed by corporate lobbyists which enables cheap, overseas manufacturing. Container ships arrive by the thousands at US ports from China and elsewhere, but few containers leave America with anything in them. This has cost Americans hundreds of billions of dollars in lost jobs and revenue.

Most likely a presidential library for the dictator will be built. But what documents will it hold? Public dictatorial executive orders, declassified executive orders (not likely), lists of pardoned inmates (not likely), endless golf game videos and photos and taxpayer-funded vacation photos?
We must admit Obama has one skill Bush Jr. and many other presidents never had – the polish of delivering a smooth, convincing brain-washing speech that would make any Toastmasters Club member proud. For his library, a small shack attached to an out-of-the-way highway rest stop with no services except and outhouse should provide ample space.

WHAT WAR ACCOMPLISHES

Incredibly, Vietnam war history is no longer taught in all public schools. Those of us who lived through the Vietnam war or grew up during it knew that war was very real; bodies were lined up side by side like cord-wood on the jungle floor in nightly network news broadcasts while body counts were announced. Often cameras recorded live firing of weapons by soldiers.

My late cousin was drafted into the army in the late 1960's. A land mine blew off his leg in the war. Despite the voluminous evidence, fewer and fewer people refuse to believe Vietnam happened as history has recorded it, or accept living testimony from those who fought in it. 1.4 MILLION men died during this war. Hundreds of thousands vets were disabled or died later on from agent orange (dioxin.)

DAMAGE TO AMERICA FROM WARS OVERSEAS

Few Americans know there are three national suicide call centers for veterans and their caregivers. My relative works in one of these, and often comes home feeling torn apart. It takes a toll on him every day and loses a little piece of himself with every vet he tries to help. More than 800 employees man the phones at this one call center around the clock 365/24/7. Many who call in are Vietnam and Gulf War vets.

At the start of a suicide call, a 911 center nearest to where the veteran lives is phoned in by another social worker whenever loss of life appears eminent. Often help cannot reach the veteran in time. Many of the callers are Vietnam war vets, despite the fact that Vietnam ended 42 years ago. For these vets, it feels like they are still fighting the war in their minds because of the severe, permanent mental damage it caused.

In the Vietnam war era, some men signed up for the military while the majority were involuntarily drafted into the military, usually the army. There was no real safe place with jungle warfare for men to relax. A bullet could from any direction, including tunnels in the ground. It was stress 24/7.

Every day there are veterans who take their own life with a firearm while talking on the phone to a social worker. All of these people working the phones hold social worker degrees and are further trained to deal with it. But not everyone can handle the stress. One day, a social worker went out the door screaming after the third caller in a row blew his brains out during the phone call. Social workers know without a doubt when this happens – a police officer or emergency services worker arriving on the scene calls the social worker on the phone to notify them the veteran is dead.

Endless laws were broken by Obama, yet he continued breaking laws and circumventing Congress proudly knowing (and proving) he is above the law. He continues to send good, honest men and women to their deaths in various conflicts - all in the name of “freedom.” What a distortion of the truth. They are sent to their deaths in the name of the dark international order, but are never told this or they would rebel and refuse to serve.

How long will it be before Americans forget about the Obama dictatorship? People have largely
forgotten about Vietnam or refuse to believe it. Will it take four years or even eight years for Americans to forget crimes and treason by Obama's dictatorship? It was George Santayana who once said, “Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”

America's (hopefully soon to be) outgoing dictator thinks he is above everything and everyone. He is ignoring the history of Rome, and thinks America is a better empire. The same thing happened to Germany. Hitler thought he had an indestructible empire, too. As did lesser dictators like Noriega, Hussein and now Duterte of the Philippines.

TRUMP MAY NOT REALIZE WHO HIS WORST ENEMIES ARE

Hopefully president-elect Trump will make America great again and not create another dictatorship.

Trump will be fighting against “international order” plans for America, which pulls Obama's puppet strings using a diametrically opposed globalist agenda. At the same time, Trump is driven to make America great again - which is against the doctrine of the “international order.” Will Trump be allowed to do whatever he wants as a patriotic American and ignore the puppeteers? I doubt it. Kennedy ordered the return to a gold-based currency. A couple days later he went to Dallas. His motorcade was re-routed past the school book depository at the last minute. He never left Dallas alive, and Johnson immediately canceled Kennedy's executive order. It further confirmed the business rule: He who has the gold, rules. These are the trillionaires of the world, not billionaires that few people even know about.

Trump should ask someone to remove all pens and phones from the oval office before he returns from the inauguration, to stop any temptation to form another one man dictatorship. He has already publicly stated while still a presidential candidate he will use executive orders to get things done. Someone needs to remind him no one is beyond temptation.
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[1] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CaMqI705AZE
[2] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWDYVn9Ib2o